
National Average Mortgage Rates

Rate Change Points

Mortgage News Daily

30 Yr. Fixed 6.86% -0.05 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.31% -0.02 0.00

30 Yr. FHA 6.32% -0.06 0.00

30 Yr. Jumbo 7.04% -0.03 0.00

5/1 ARM 6.53% -0.02 0.00

Freddie Mac

30 Yr. Fixed 6.78% -0.08 0.00

15 Yr. Fixed 6.07% -0.09 0.00
Rates as of: 7/26

Market Data
Price / Yield Change

MBS UMBS 5.5 99.68 +0.27

MBS GNMA 5.5 99.98 +0.13

10 YR Treasury 4.1958 -0.0474

30 YR Treasury 4.4523 -0.0305
Pricing as of: 7/26 5:59PM EST

Recent Housing Data
Value Change

Mortgage Apps Jul 10 206.1 -0.19%

Building Permits Mar 1.46M -3.95%

Housing Starts Mar 1.32M -13.15%

New Home Sales Mar 693K +4.68%

Pending Home Sales Feb 75.6 +1.75%

Existing Home Sales Feb 3.97M -0.75%

Builder Confidence Mar 51 +6.25%

Everything's Relative, And Rates Had a
Relatively Good Week
While it's possible to accuse mortgage rates of experiencing volatility over
the past few days, this week was exceptionally calm compared to last week. 
So "everything's relative," and relatively speaking, that's a win.

Here's a snapshot of the action as told by 10yr Treasury yields, which tend to
be moving in the same direction as mortgage rates:

As the chart points out, Thursday's 30yr bond auction brought this week's
only instance of excess volatility.  This refers to The Treasury Department's
regularly scheduled auctions of US debt--some of the only interesting items
on this week's event calendar as far as rates were concerned.

In general, Treasuries are the tour guides for the bonds that drive mortgage
rates (MBS or mortgage-backed securities).  They tend to hang out closer to
the tour bus while MBS go off in search of adventure, but everyone is
generally moving to the same places at the same time.
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In other words, a big, volatile jump in Treasury yields often suggests the same for mortgage rates.  Fortunately, this particular
jump wasn't that big, and the 30yr Treasury bond is less correlated with mortgage rates than 5 or 10yr Treasuries.  The result
was only a modest increase in rates on Thursday and not one that erased too much of the recent improvements.

Of course we should remember that everything's relative...
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The chart above is not intended to rain on any parades, but merely to put them in context.  It shows 3 previous instances of
rates appearing to top out and push back against long term highs only to be persistently dragged higher.  All that to say: it's
promising to see rates mostly holding last week's improvement, but as far as long journeys go, it's best viewed a solid first few
steps.

In order to continue the journey, the bond market (which dictates rates) will need to see the same things it's been wanting to
see: lower inflation, softer economic data, and for the Federal Reserve to be seeing the same things.  This week was very light
with respect to data--especially inflation data--but there was an anecdotal mixed bag on Friday in the form of the Consumer
Sentiment Survey.

Consumers were more downbeat overall with the sentiment index falling to 60.4 from 63.8 previously.  This is LOW
territory--not as low as we've seen recently, but nonetheless in line with some of the worse levels in more than 10 years.

In and of itself, low sentiment would be good for rates because downbeat economic data tends to suggest slower growth and
lower inflation.  But if inflation expectations are contributing to the pessimism, it cancels out the good news for rates. 
Incidentally, the same survey has an "inflation expectations" component for both 1yr and 5yr time frames.  The 5yr is fairly
boring, but here's the 1yr:
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Consumers aren't crystal balls, but the Fed does consider consumer inflation expectations in its assessment of inflation. 
Fortunately, this isn't the only place they look for that data and Fed Chair Powell has recently mentioned that other
indicators of inflation expectations are showing much more promise.  Beyond that, this data series tends to be overly-
correlated with fuel prices (although there is an odd and notable divergence from that trend at the moment):
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Ultimately, consumer inflation expectations are a sideshow compared to the top tier inflation data.  The Consumer Price
Index (CPI), for example, has proven capable of rocking the rate market more than almost any other economic report apart
from the jobs report.  And we won't have to wait long for the next installment (this upcoming Tuesday).  

The Fed has been clear and we should take them at their word that rates could be done moving higher if inflation and growth
continue to cool, but that rates could easily move right back up if the data surprises to the upside. 

Subscribe to my newsletter online at: http://housingnewsletters.com/adamsupdates

Recent Economic Data
Date Event Actual Forecast Prior

Tuesday, Nov 07

1:00PM 3-Yr Note Auction (bl) 48

Wednesday, Nov 08

7:00AM Nov/03 MBA Purchase Index

7:00AM Nov/03 MBA Refi Index 347.3 341.7

10:00AM Sep Wholesale inventories mm (%) 0.2% 0% -0.1%

1:00PM 10-Year Note Auction 4.519% 4.610%

Thursday, Nov 09

8:30AM Nov/04 Jobless Claims (k) 217K 218K 217K

Event Importance:
No Stars = Insignificant

  Low

  Moderate

  Important

  Very Important
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1:00PM 30-Year Bond Auction 4.769% 4.837%

Tuesday, Nov 14

8:30AM Oct m/m Headline CPI (%) 0% 0.1% 0.4%

8:30AM Oct y/y Headline CPI (%) 3.2% 3.3% 3.7%

8:30AM Oct y/y CORE CPI (%) 4% 4.1% 4.1%

8:30AM Oct m/m CORE CPI (%) 0.2% 0.3% 0.3%

Wednesday, Nov 15

7:00AM Nov/10 MBA Purchase Index 133.2 129

7:00AM Nov/10 MBA Purchase Index

8:30AM Nov NY Fed Manufacturing 9.1 -2.8 -4.6

8:30AM Oct Core Producer Prices MM (%) 0% 0.3% 0.3%

8:30AM Oct Core Producer Prices YY (%) 2.4% 2.7% 2.7%

8:30AM Oct Retail Sales (%) -0.1% -0.3% 0.7%

10:00AM Sep Business Inventories (% ) 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

Thursday, Nov 16

8:30AM Oct Import prices mm (%) -0.8% -0.3% 0.1%

8:30AM Nov/11 Jobless Claims (k) 231K 220K 217K

8:30AM Nov Philly Fed Business Index -5.9 -9 -9

9:15AM Oct Industrial Production (%) -0.6% -0.3% 0.3%

Friday, Nov 17

8:30AM Oct Housing starts number mm (ml) 1.372M 1.35M 1.358M

8:30AM Oct Building permits: number (ml) 1.487M 1.45M 1.471M

Wednesday, Nov 22

10:00AM Nov Consumer Sentiment (ip) 61.3 60.5 63.8

10:00AM Nov Sentiment: 1y Inflation (%) 4.5% 4.4% 4.2%

10:00AM Nov Sentiment: 5y Inflation (%) 3.2% 3.2% 3%

Date Event Actual Forecast Prior
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Navigating Current Market Trends Together!
Hello and welcome! This page is designed with you in mind, serving as your go-to resource for all things mortgage-related.

My goal is to keep you updated on market trends, changes in mortgage rates, and other relevant financial news that could

impact your home buying, refinancing, or investment decisions.

As a seasoned Loan Officer at Mortgage 1, Inc., I understand that the mortgage process can be complex. That's why I'm

dedicated to standing in your corner, ready to provide expert advice and clear explanations to help you understand the ins

and outs of the mortgage market.

But this page is about more than just providing updates. It's about creating an open line of communication between us. Your

financial journey is unique, and I'm here to answer any questions or concerns you might have, at any time. So feel free to

reach out via phone or email whenever you need.

I aim to be a resource to my clients and service partners, ensuring you feel confident and knowledgeable about your

mortgage options. I believe that informed decisions are the best decisions, and I'm committed to giving you the tools to

navigate your financial journey with confidence.

So welcome aboard! I look forward to connecting with you, assisting you, and celebrating your financial milestones

together. Here's to a successful partnership and your prosperous future!

Adam Fuller - The Fuller Team 
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